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I am very sorry that I made a mistake in the LaTeX formatting of my previous review.
All points containing a "%" somewhere in the text were truncated, because LaTeX uses
"%" as indication of comments. Here are the missing points:

Specific comments:

• 469: "These compounds contribute 86% of the PG bromine total." I’m confused
by the number of 86%. Where does this number come from?

• Figure 14 d-f: The representation of HOBr as percentage of total inorganic Br
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mixing ratio is dangerous here, because this plot suggests that HOBr has a
large contribution to the convective system by showing relative contributions up
to 100% inside the convective system. From Fig. 13 it is clear that HOBr only
has very low background Br pptv above 4 km (and below even a minimum) inside
the convective system, but is scaled up in Fig 14 due to the relative minimum
in HBr. In my opinion this should be noted in the figure caption to avoid wrong
interpretations of Fig. 14.

• 593: "Most of the bromine (>85%) transported to the UT in each convective sys-
tem is in the form of CHBr3.": This is a very important statement that was not
mentioned in the discussions of Section 4.3
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